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1. Introduction

Let X = (Ar

1,..., Xp) be a scale mixture of a p-dimensional random vector
Z = (Z j,..., Zp) with scale factor σ > 0, i.e.,

(1.1) X=σZ,

where Z and σ are independent. Let Fp and Qp denote the distribution
functions of X and Z, respectively. Then

(1.2) Fp(x) = P(Xί<x1,..., Xp<Xp)

where jc = (x l9 ..., xp). The distribution function of Ma\{Xj} is given by
Fp(x,..., x). We are concerned with asymptotic expansions of the distribution
functions of Max{X7 } and their error bounds in the two important special
cases:

( i ) Z15..., Zp ϋ.d. - ΛΓ(0, 1), σ = Gtf/H)1'2,

(ii) Z1?..., Zp i.i.d.

where G(λ) denotes the gamma distribution with the probability density
function g(x\ λ) = xλ~1e~x/Γ(λ), if x > 0, and =0, if x < 0. The random
vector X in the case (i) is a multivariate ί-variable with common
denominator. The random vector X in the case (ii) is essentially equivalent to
a multivariate F-variable with common denominator. These distributions are
used in simultaneous inferences about the means of normal populations. It
may be noted that asymptotic expansions of the distributions of Max{Xj} in
the cases (i) and (ii) have been studied by Hartley [6], Nair [7], Dunnett and
Sobel [2], Chambers [1], etc. The purpose of this paper is to give a unified
derivation of the asymptotic expansions as well as their error bounds.

In Section 2 we give two types of asymptotic approximations for the
distribution function of X and their error bounds. The one is newly given, but
the other has been given in Fujikoshi and Shimizu [5]. In Section 3 we
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consider the distribution of Max{Xj} in the case when Z l9..., Zp are
independent and identically distributed. The results obtained are based on
further reductions of the general results in Section 2. In Section 4 we obtain
asymptotic expansions of the distributions of Max{Xj} and their error bounds
in the two cases (i) and (ii).

2. The distribution of A

We assume that the support of Z is either Ω = Rp or R^, and Qp is k times
continuously differentiate on Ω. We consider the following two types of
approximations for the function Qp(σ~1x) in (1.2):

(2-1) >Wx, σ) = Σ,-o <

(2-2) BpAt(jr, σ) = Σ*Γ * fc^j

where <5 = — 1 or 1, and

(2-3)

(2.4)

The approximation v4p ό tk(χ9 σ) is newly introduced, but Bptdtk(x, σ) has been
given in Fujikoshi and Shimizu [5]. In Section 4 we shall see that Aptδtk(x9 σ)
in the case of p = 1 is the same as the previous one due to Fujikoshi [3] and
Fujikoshi and Shimizu [5] . Under the appropriate conditions on the moments
of σ we propose the following two types of approximations for the distribution
function of X:

(2.5) ApM(x) = EσlApM(X, σ)]

(2.6) Bptό^x) = EσlBpM(x9 σ)]

It will be seen that the approximations Aptδtk(x) and Bp^k(x) are useful for the
cases (i) and (ii), respectively. In the following we list all the assumptions used
in this paper.

1: Qp is k times continuously differentiate on Ω = Rp or R*J_,

)\ < oo,
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A2: E(σ2k) < oo, E(σ~2k) < oo,

A3(<5): άptδtk(£) = suPjc(l + || x \\ e)\apM(x)\ < oo,

A4: E(σ2k+ e ) < oo, £(σ~2k) < oo,

)\ < oo,

B2: E(σk) < oo, E(σ~k) < oo,

B3((5): fe,.^) = suPjc(l + ||x|| f ) l W*)l < oo,

B4: E(σk+ ') < oo, £(σ~fe) < oo.

LEMMA 2.1. Suppose that Qp(x) satisfies Assumption 1.

( i) Under Assumption Al(<5) // holds that

(2.7) suPjc|β>-^) - AptΛ^x9 σ)\ < apM(σ2 v σ~2 - l)k

(ii) Under Assumption Bl(<5) /ί /zo/ί/5 that

(2.8)

PROOF, (ii) has been proved by Fujikoshi and Shimizu [5]. We shall

show (i). Letting s = σ20 and considering Taylor's expansion of Qp(s~δ/2x)

around s = 1, we have

(2.9) QP(σ~1x) = Ap^k(x, σ) + ΔpM(x, σ),

where

,

and 0 < θ < 1. We can write

(2.10) Δp,«(*, σ) =

where t = {1 + 0(σ2<* - l)}~δ/2x. Noting that 0 < θ< 1, we have

|1 +Θ(σ2δ- I)|-*|σ2a- l | k < (σ2 v σ~2 - 1)"
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which proves (i).

THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that X=σZ is a scale mixture of Z satisfying

Assumption 1.

(i) Under Assumptions Al(σ) and A2 it holds that

(2.11) sup,|Fp(*) - Ap^k(x)\ < άp^kE{(σ2 Vσ~2 - !)«}

(ii) Under Assumptions Bl(<5) and B2 it holds that

1 _
(2.12) sup^Cr) - Bp^k(x)\ < —bp^kE{(σ v σ~1 -

PROOF. The results (i) and (ii) follow immediately from (1.2) and Lemma

2.1. The second result (ii) was obtained by Fujikoshi and Shimizu [5].

Next we derive nonuniform error bounds in approximating Fp(x) by

Apt(Jtk(x) or Bp^tk(x\ which are improvements on the uniform bounds in the tail

part of the distribution of X. The following lemma, which is an extension of

Fujikoshi [4] to the multivariate case, is fundamental in our nonuniform error

bounds.

LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that Qp(x) satisfies Assumption 1.

(i) Under Assumption A3(σ) it holds that

(2.13) (1 + \\x\\e)\Qp(σ~lx) - ApM(x, σ)\

e\σ2 - l\k + \σ~2 - l\k}.

(ii) Under Assumption B3(σ) it holds that

(2.14) (1 + llJtme^ff-1*) - Bp'iΛ(x, σ)\
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PROOF. Using (2.9) and (2.10), we have

(2.15) (1 + WniΔ^Λ:, σ)|

1 " > a - l ) lΊ l +Θ(σ2δ-kΓ

The first factor of the right-hand side in (2.15) is bounded by

< (1 + \\t\\ *)(! v σe).

This result and Lemma 2.1(i) imply (i). Similarly we can prove (ii).

Lemma 2.2 implies the following Theorem 2.2.

THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that X = σZ is a scale mixture of Z satisfying
Assumption 1.

(i) Under Assumptions A3(σ) and A4 it holds that

(2.16) \Fp(x)-ApM(x)\ <1(1 + IIJcll'Γ1*,.^)

x E{σe\σ2 - l | k + |σ-2- l|k}.

(ii) Under Assumptions B3(σ) and B4 // holds thai

n }Ί\ \F(χ}—R (r\\ < Π -k II r I I M " 1 / ! (P\\Δ L I ) \Γ p\Λ) °p,δ,k\x')\ — i i V 1 ' l l * l l / up,δ,k\^)
Kl

x E{σe\σ- l | f c + \σ~l - l|k}.

The results (2.16) and (2.17) in the special case of p = 1 were obtained by
Fujikoshi [4].

3. The distribution of Max{X1? , Xp}

The distribution function of Max {X 3] can be expressed as

(3.1) P(Max{Xj} <x) = P(X, < x, •••, Xp < x)

Therefore we can get two types of approximations for P(Max { X j } < x) and
their error bounds from Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 by putting x1 = ••• = xp

= x. Let α£iik(x), A[/}δtk(x), b^iffc(x) and B[^k(x) denote αp^k(x\ Ap^k(x\

bp,δ,k(χ) an<i BP,δ,k(χ) in tne case of x t = ••• = Xp = x, respectively. Then we can
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write two types of approximations for P(Max {Xj} < x ) as follows:

(3.2)

(3.3)

The quantities appearing in the error bounds are expressed as

afcl = sup I aβ(x) | , 6$ = sup | i$(x) | ,

(3.4) αfcJK*) = sup{l +

£$(*) = sup{l

Now we consider the case when Z1( ••• , Zp are independent and identically
distributed. Let Q denote the distribution function of Zt. Then

(3.5) β$(x)

(3.6) 6$(x)

These quantities can be expressed in terms of

(3.7) as,]{X)

(3.8) Mχ)

respectively. We denote the correspondence from (Q, {αa>i(x)}) to α |̂(x) by Y, ,
i.e.,

(3.9) αjfj(x) = y/Q, {αaιίW}).

Then we can write

(3.10) tβ(x) = y/β, {tΛJ(x)}).

Letting Y, = Y, (β, {q,}), it is seen that

(3.11)

= P(P - 1)(P - 2)(p - 3)β"-3«ί + 6p(p -

+ P(P ~ l)β""2{3d + 4qιq3} + pQ'^
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We note that

(3.12) a[/l<a[H=Yk(l KJ)>

(3.13) έfcU*β=nθ, &.J),

where άδti = sup [^(x)! and ^sί = sup|ftΛ > ί(x)|. Similar bounds are also
obtained 'for ctf&t) and fe^j.

4. The two special cases

4. 1. The case (i). Let Xj = Z/Gcf/n)1'2, j = 1, . . . , p, where Zί9...9 Zp i.i.d.
~ N(0, 1) and (Zl5..., Zp) and σ are independent. Let Φ(X) and 0(X) denote
the distribution and the probability density functions of the standard normal
variable. We use (3.1) as an approximation for P(Max { Xj} < x). We have
seen that α^}(x)'s are determined by

(4.1) α$(x)

where aδj(x) = (dj/dsj)Φ(s~δ/2x)\s = 1. Then, by induction, it is proved that

alj(x) = -2- 'H2J-ί(x)φ(x)9

(4.2) fl.lfχx) = ( - ly-^-V'"1 + Σί ί i 3

where ///x) is the Hermite polynomial defined by

We note that aδtj{x)'s are the same as the previous ones due to Fujikoshi [3]
and Fujikoshi and Shimizu [5], which are introduced by the other
methods. For nonnegative integers j and £, let

(4.3)
m,j = m lf/0), m_ l 5 , = £[{(χ» - 1}'].

The quantities m^^jS exist for any 7, but the quantities ml9j{£Ys exist only for n
— 2e — 2j > 0. For mltj{£) and m _ l 5 J of j = 1,..., 6, see Fujikoshi [4]. We
can write (3.1) as

(4.4)

From Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 it holds that
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( i ) if n — 2k > 0 and k is even,

(4.5) supJP(Max{*,.} < x) - Aft(x)\ < ̂

(ii) if n - 2£ - 2k > 0 and k is even,

(4.6) \P(Max{Xj} < x) - Aft(x)\ < 1{1 + (px2)

It may be noted that the order of error terms is O(n~k/2) and Aj£{(x) is an
asymptotic expansion for P(Maxpfy} < x) up to O(n~k/2) since mδj(£)
= O(n~α+1)/2), if j is odd, and = O(n~j'2), i f ; is even.

4.2. The case (ii). Let Xj = Z/CcJ/π), j = 1,..., p, where Z1?..., Zp i.i.d.
~ G(A) and (Z1?..., Zp) and σ are independent. Let G(x; A) and #(x; A) denote
the distribution and the probability density functions of the gamma distribution
G(λ). We use (3.2) as an approximation for P(Max{Xj} < x). Here the
support of Max {AT,.} is R+ and so we consider only for x > 0. It is known
(Fujikoshi [3], Fujikoshi and Shimizu [5]) that

(4.7)

'9 λ)\s=1

where L^λ)(x) is the Laguerre polynomial defined by

ZW(x) = ( - iγx-
 λex(dp/dxp)(xp + λe~x)

and

L^(x) = x^ + Σfβl(l - λ). (i -

We can write (3.2) as

(4.8) B^(x; λ) = G(x; 1)" + Σkj=l^B^}(X λ)msj,

where

(4.9) Hp](x; A) = y/Cfo A), {ba

From Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 it holds that
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( i ) if n — 2k > 0 and k is even,

(4.10) supx|P(Max(*;) < x) - £$(*; λ)\ < t f f \ { m l t k + m.ltk}9

(ii) if n — 22 — 2k > 0 and k is even,

(4.11) \P(Max{Xj}<x)-BM(xι λ)\

where b^(£; λ) = supx > 0{l + (^/p x)e } \b[

δ

p]

k(x; λ)\. We note that B[

δ

p]

k(x; λ) is an
asymptotic expansion for P(Max{Xj} < x) up to O(n~k/2) and the order of the
error terms in (4.11) and (4.12) is O(n~k/2).
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